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The Discworld Atlas
In a city like Ankh-Morpork, where Assassins
assassinate, thieves thieve and seamstresses, um . . .
don't, Law and Order can be a complicated business.
Thankfully His Grace, His Excellency, The Duke of
Ankh, Commander Sir Samuel Vimes (Blackboard
Monitor) and the Ankh-Morpork City Watch are here to
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keep the peace. The finest body of men, women,
dwarfs, trolls, werewolves, golems, igors, gnomes,
feegles, vampires (and whatever Nobby Nobbs is) on
the face of the Discworld! The Ankh-Morpork City
Watch Journal provides jotting space for your notes,
reports, observations and investigations, so kick back,
relax and take down your particulars. To help you
keep on the straight and narrow, you'll be aided and
abetted by some choice quotes from Terry Pratchett's
seminal City Watch novels.

Dodger's Guide to London
Hundreds of stunning images from black history have
long been buried in The New York Times archives.
None of them were published by The Times--until
now. UNSEEN uncovers these never-before published
photographs and tells the stories behind them. It all
started with Times photo editor Darcy Eveleigh
discovering dozens of these photographs. She and
three colleagues, Dana Canedy, Damien Cave and
Rachel L. Swarns, began exploring the history behind
them, and subsequently chronicling them in a series
entitled Unpublished Black History, that ran in print
and online editions of The Times in February 2016. It
garnered 1.7 million views on The Times website and
thousands of comments from readers. This book
includes those photographs and many more, among
them: a 27-year-old Jesse Jackson leading an antidiscrimination rally of in Chicago, Rosa Parks arriving
at a Montgomery Courthouse in Alabama a candid
behind-the-scenes shot of Aretha Franklin backstage
at the Apollo Theater, Ralph Ellison on the streets of
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his Manhattan neighborhood, the firebombed home of
Malcolm X, Myrlie Evans and her children at the
funeral of her slain husband , Medgar, a wheelchairbound Roy Campanella at the razing of Ebbets Field.
Were the photos--or the people in them--not deemed
newsworthy enough? Did the images not arrive in
time for publication? Were they pushed aside by
words at an institution long known as the Gray Lady?
Eveleigh, Canedy, Cave, and Swarms explore all these
questions and more in this one-of-a-kind book.
UNSEEN dives deep into The Times photo
archives--known as the Morgue--to showcase this
extraordinary collection of photographs and the
stories behind them.

Unseen
Lu-Tze is a senior History Monk, also known as
Sweeper. Although thought to be 800 years old, there
are some who claim he is older yet . . . 5,200 years
older, in fact, because for the History Monks, time is a
resource to manipulate, and they do . . . Lu-Tze, a
bald, yellow-toothed little man with a wispy beard,
has a faintly amiable grin, as if constantly waiting for
something amusing to happen, and a handy epithet
for every occasion. In his life, Lu-Tze has done
everything, and his past deeds are legend amongst
the History Monks. He is a follower of The Way of Mrs
Marietta Cosmopilite. He also grows Bonsai
mountains. LU-TZE'S YEARBOOK OF ENLIGHTMENT
(including The Way of Mrs Cosmopilite) is the ideal
companion for those seeking truth and harmony and,
well, the meaning to life - though he doesn't
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guarantee it will be the right meaning . . .

The Emergence of Cinematic Time
They said it couldn't be done. Well, it has been done,
proving them wrong once again. After years of
research, cunningly contrived in as many minutes, the
Discworld has its map. It takes full account of the
historic and much documented expeditions of the
Discworld's fêted (or at least fated) explorers: General
Sir Roderick Purdeigh, Lars Larsnephew, Llamedos
Jones, Lady Alice Venturi, Ponce da Quirm and, of
course, Venter Borass. Now travellers on this circular
world can see it all: from Klatch to the Ramtops, from
Cori Celesti to the Circle Sea, from Genua to
Bhangbhangduc. The great cities of Hunghung,
Pseudopolis, Al Khali and, of course, Ankh-Morpork are
placed with loving care upon this world which is
carried through space by Great A'Tuin.

The Mitrokhin Archive
Beloved and bestselling author Sir Terry Pratchett's
Dodger, a Printz Honor Book, combines high comedy
with deep wisdom in a tale of one remarkable boy's
rise in a fantasy-infused Victorian London. Seventeenyear-old Dodger is content as a sewer scavenger. But
he enters a new world when he rescues a young girl
from a beating, and her fate impacts some of the
most powerful people in England. From Dodger's
encounter with the mad barber Sweeney Todd, to his
meetings with the great writer Charles Dickens and
the calculating politician Benjamin Disraeli, history
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and fantasy intertwine in a breathtaking account of
adventure and mystery.

The Archive of Alternate Endings
A collection of essays and other non fiction from Terry
Pratchett, spanning the whole of his writing career
from his early years to the present day. Terry
Pratchett has earned a place in the hearts of readers
the world over with his bestselling Discworld series -but in recent years he has become equally well-known
and respected as an outspoken campaigner for
causes including Alzheimer's research and animal
rights. A Slip of the Keyboard brings together for the
first time the finest examples of Pratchett's non fiction
writing, both serious and surreal: from musings on
mushrooms to what it means to be a writer (and why
banana daiquiris are so important); from memories of
Granny Pratchett to speculation about Gandalf's love
life, and passionate defences of the causes dear to
him. With all the humour and humanity that have
made his novels so enduringly popular, this collection
brings Pratchett out from behind the scenes of the
Discworld to speak for himself -- man and boy,
bibliophile and computer geek, champion of hats,
orangutans and Dignity in Dying. Snuff was the
bestselling adult hardcover novel of 2011. A Blink of
the Screen, Terry's short fiction collection, was also
one of the bestselling hardcovers of 2012.

Turtle Recall
It isn't much of an island that rises up one moonless
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night from the depths of the Circle Sea—just a few
square miles of silt and some old ruins. Unfortunately,
the historically disputed lump of land called Leshp is
once again floating directly between Ankh-Morpork
and the city of Al-Khali on the coast of Klatch—which
is spark enough to ignite that glorious international
pastime called "war." Pressed into patriotic service,
Commander Sam Vimes thinks he should be leading
his loyal watchmen, female watchdwarf, and lady
werewolf into battle against local malefactors rather
than against uncomfortably well-armed strangers in
the Klatchian desert. But war is, after all, simply the
greatest of all crimes—and it's Sir Samuel's sworn
duty to seek out criminal masterminds wherever they
may be hiding and lock them away before they can do
any real damage . . . even the ones on his side.

Ankh-Morpork Post Office Handbook
This digital edition includes the original artwork, has
been specially adapted for ebook platforms and is
optimized for tablet devices. The hardback edition of
Dodger's Guide to London has fully integrated images
and text. ROLL UP! ROLL UP! READ ALL ABOUT IT!
Ladies and Gents, Sir Jack Dodger brings you a most
excellent Guide to London! Did you know . . . ? If a
Victorian couldn’t afford a sweep, they might drop a
goose down their chimney to clean it! A nobby lady’s
unmentionables could weigh up to 40lbs! Parliament
had to be suspended during the Great Stink of 1858!
From the wretches of the rookeries to the fancy coves
at Buckingham Palace, Dodger will show you every
dirty inch of London. Warning: Includes ’orrible
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murders, naughty ladies and plenty of geezers!

The Streets Of Ankh-Morpork
Containing material unavailable for twenty years -this is a comprehensive guide to the capital city of
Terry Pratchett's Discworld, getting to the heart of
Ankh-Morpork's secrets, societies and guilds. AnkhMorpork is a bottomless pit of secrets. It's time to
unearth a few more . . . In the second volume of this
confidential guide, brave travellers are made privy to
the inner workings of more illustrious Ankh-Morpork
societies. Disabuse yourself of notions of
professionalism under which you may hold the City
Watch; discover what serious business is undertaken
by the Fools' Guild (joking is no laughing matter); and,
should you be lucky, achieve true enlightenment
through the teachings of Lu-Tze. One thing's for sure:
after you've read this book, Ankh-Morpork's Guilds are
going to need to come up with new ways of doing
things. Completely revamped and redesigned, this fullcolour book contains material from Discworld Diaries
across the decades.

The First Book of Lankhmar
“Stephen Baxter has been heralded, with some merit,
as Arthur C. Clarke’s literary heir, and Proxima
certainly reinforces this accolade in
spades.”—Concatenation Mankind’s future in this
galaxy could be all but infinite. There are hundreds of
billions of red dwarf stars, lasting trillions of
years—and their planets can be habitable for humans.
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Such is the world of Proxima Centauri. And its promise
could mean the never-ending existence of humanity.
But first it must be colonized, and no one wants to be
a settler. There is no glamor that accompanies it, nor
is there the ease of becoming a citizen of an alreadytamed world. There is only
hardshiplonelinessemptiness, even as war brews in
the solar system. But that’s where Yuri comes in.
Because sometimes exploration isn’t voluntary. It
must be coerced.

The Crown Tower
'THERE'S A SAYING THAT ALL ROADS LEAD TO ANKHMORPORK. AND IT'S WRONG. ALL ROADS LEAD AWAY
FROM ANKH-MORPORK, BUT SOMETIMES PEOPLE JUST
WALK ALONG THE WRONG WAY' from Moving Pictures
Ankh-Morpork! City of One Thousand Surprises
(according to the famous publication by the Guild of
Merchants)! All human life is there! Although, if it
walks down the wrong alley, often quite briefly! The
city celebrated in the bestselling Discworld series by
Terry Pratchett has been meticulously mapped for the
first time. It's all here - from Unseen University to the
Shades, from major landmarks like the Patrician's
Palace to little-known, er, nooks like Dwarf Bread
Museum in Whirligig Alley. See the famous streets
along which so many heroes have walked, in some
cases quite hurriedly! As leading Ankh-Morpork
entrepreneur C.M.O.T. Dibbler would say, A nip at any
price - and that's cutting our own throat. Well, close.

The Discworld Thieves' Guild Yearbook
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and Diary 2002
An eye-opening investigation of charismatic "gurus"
from Jesus to Freud to David Koresh, by the author of
"Solitude: A Return to the Self". In "Feet of Clay",
eminent psychologist Anthony Storr uncovers the
personality traits that link these men and explores the
incredible power they have wielded over their
fanatical followers. 11 photos.

Feet of Clay
Suddenly, condemned arch-swindler Moist von Lipwig
found himself with a noose around his neck and
dropping through a trapdoor into a government job?
By all rights, Moist should be meeting his maker
rather than being offered a position as Postmaster by
Lord Vetinari, supreme ruler of Ankh-Morpork. Getting
the moribund Postal Service up and running again,
however, may prove an impossible task, what with
literally mountains of decades-old undelivered mail
clogging every nook and cranny of the broken-down
post office. Worse still, Moist could swear the mail is
talking to him. Worst of all, it means taking on the
gargantuan, greedy Grand Trunk clacks
communication monopoly and its bloodthirsty piratical
headman. But if the bold and undoable are what's
called for, Moist's the man for the job -- to move the
mail, continue breathing, get the girl, and specially
deliver that invaluable commodity that every being,
human or otherwise, requires: hope.

Jingo
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'One of the biggest intelligence coups in recent years'
The Times For years KGB operative Vasili Mitrokhin
risked his life hiding top-secret material from Russian
secret service archives beneath his family dacha.
When he was exfiltrated to the West he took with him
what the FBI called 'the most complete and extensive
intelligence ever received from any source'. This
extraordinary bestselling book is the result. 'Coauthored in a brilliant partnership by Christopher
Andrew and the renegade Soviet archivist himself
This is a truly global exposé of major KGB
penetrations throughout the Western world' The
Times 'This tale of malevolent spymasters, intricate
tradecraft and cold-eyed betrayal reads like a cold
war novel' Time 'Sensational the most informed and
detailed study of Soviet subversive intrigues
worldwide' Spectator 'The most comprehensive
addition to the subject ever published' Sunday
Telegraph

The Ankh-Morpork City Watch Discworld
Journal
Tracking the evolution of Hansel and Gretel at
seventy-five-year intervals that correspond with
earth's visits by Halley's Comet, The Archive of
Alternate Endings explores how stories are
disseminated and shared, edited and censored,
voiced and left untold. In 1456, Johannes Gutenberg's
sister uses the tale as a surrogate for sharing a family
secret only her brother believes. In 1835, The
Brothers Jacob and Wilhelm Grimm revise the tale to
bury a truth about Jacob even he can't come to face.
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In 1986, a folklore scholar and her brother come to
find the record is wrong about the figurative witch in
the woods, while in 2211, twin space probes aiming to
find earth's sister planet disseminate the narrative in
binary code. Breadcrumbing back in time from 2365
to 1378, siblings reimagine, reinvent, and recycle the
narrative of Hansel and Gretel to articulate personal,
regional, and ultimately cosmic experiences of
tragedy. Through a relay of speculative pieces that
oscillate between eco-fiction and psychological horror,
The Archive of Alternate Endings explores sibling love
in the face of trauma over the course of a millennium,
in the vein of Richard McGuire's Here and Lars von
Trier's Melancholia.

The Ankh-Morpork Archives: Volume Two
Cross Stitch Sampler Book
"Contains 15 sets of cross-stitch motifs on many
different themes. These include flowers, birds, trees,
sea life, tea and cakes, sweets and celebrations, baby
motifs, and many more. They can be stitched up to
make a whole sampler design, or you can use the
charts to pick out individual motifs to make smaller
items. Some of the designs can be used to make
repeat borders"--Page 4 of cover.

Dodger
This magnificent volume offers a rich visual tour of
the planets in our solar system. More than 200
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breathtaking photographs from the archives of NASA
are paired with extended captions detailing the
science behind some of our cosmic neighborhood's
most extraordinary phenomena. Images of newly
discovered areas of Jupiter, fiery volcanoes on Venus,
and many more reveal the astronomical marvels of
space in engrossing detail. Anyone with an interest in
science, astronomy, and the mysteries of the universe
will delight in this awe-inspiring guide to the wonders
of the solar system.

The Planets
A sumptuous illustrated journey through Pratchett's
bestselling Discworld universe, this lavish full-color
volume is the ultimate holiday gift for the legions of
fans.

The World of Poo
Authorised by Mr Lipwig of the Ankh-Morpork and Sto
Plains Hygienic Railway himself, Mrs Georgina
Bradshaw's invaluable guide to the destinations and
diversions of the railway deserves a place in the
luggage of any traveller, or indeed armchair traveller,
upon the Disc. *From the twine walk of Great Slack to
the souks of Zemphis: edifying sights along the route
*Ticketing, nostrums and transporting your swamp
dragon: essential hints on the practicalities of travel *
Elegant resorts and quaint inns: respectable and
sanitary lodgings for all species and heights. * From
worm-herding to Fustic Cake: diverting trivia on the
crafts, foods and brassica traditions of the many
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industrious people for whom the railway is now a vital
link to the Century of the Anchovy Fully illustrated
and replete with useful titbits, Mrs Bradshaw's
Handbook offers a view of the Sto Plains like no other.

Gurps Discworld
Two men who hate each other. One impossible
mission. A legend in the making. Hadrian Blackwater,
a warrior with nothing to fight for, is paired with
Royce Melborn, a thieving assassin with nothing to
lose. Hired by an old wizard, they must steal a
treasure that no one can reach. The Crown Tower is
the impregnable remains of the grandest fortress ever
built and home to the realm's most prized
possessions. But it isn't gold or jewels that the wizard
is after, and if he can just keep them from killing each
other, they just might succeed. Chronological Order
The Crown Tower (Riyria Chronicles #1) The Rose and
the Thorn (Riyria Chronicles #2) Theft of Swords
(Riyria Revelations #1 & #2): contains The Crown
Conspiracy & Avempartha Rise of Empire (Riyria
Revelations #3 & #4): contains Nyphron Rising & The
Emerald Storm Heir of Novron (Riyria Revelations #5
& #6): contains Wintertide & Percepliquis *** Fantasy
Faction's Top 10 Anticipated Books for 2013 ******
BestFantasyBooks.com Most Anticipated Books of
2013 ****** Ranting Dragon's 50 Fantasy & Sci-Fi
Novels to Look Forward to in 2013 ***

Going Postal
The definitive Pratchett accessory - a must-have for
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lovers of Discworld. In this humorous spin-off to the
"Discworld phenomenon -- Terry Pratchett joins forces
with Bernard Pearson to produce the definitive
Almanac to the Common Year, 2004. "Common Year,
2004 being the Year of the Incipient Goat, for the city
of Ankh-Morpork and Surrounding Areas & Benefices.
Here you will find an essential guide to all aspects of
life, and a sure means of ensuring fertility of crops &
livestock, also a boon companion in affairs of the
HEART & HEALTH, with notes on Husbandry, Physic,
Fairs & Marts, and other such information as will
render this Publication a staunch companion to
Townsman & Tiller of Soil alike. Including homemade
remedies for common ailments, recipes, horoscopes,
scientific discoveries, a calendar, strange tales and
much, much more With witty illustrations, this is an
artistically presented package guaranteed to tickle
the funny bone of all Pratchett fans.

Bill & Ted's Excellent Comic Book Archive
Hailed as the permanent record of fleeting moments,
the cinema emerged at the turn of the nineteenth
century as an unprecedented means of capturing
time--and this at a moment when disciplines from
physics to philosophy, and historical trends from
industrialization to the expansion of capitalism, were
transforming the very idea of time. In a work that
itself captures and reconfigures the passing moments
of art, history, and philosophy, Mary Ann Doane
shows how the cinema, representing the singular
instant of chance and ephemerality in the face of the
increasing rationalization and standardization of the
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day, participated in the structuring of time and
contingency in capitalist modernity. At this book's
heart is the cinema's essential paradox: temporal
continuity conveyed through "stopped time," the
rapid succession of still frames or frozen images.
Doane explores the role of this paradox, and of
notions of the temporal indeterminacy and instability
of an image, in shaping not just cinematic time but
also modern ideas about continuity and discontinuity,
archivability, contingency and determinism, and
temporal irreversibility. A compelling meditation on
the status of cinematic knowledge, her book is also an
inquiry into the very heart and soul of modernity.

Mrs Bradshaw's Handbook
Unseen University are proud to present the most
comprehensive map and guide to the Disc yet
produced. In this noble endeavour, drawing upon the
hard won knowledge of many great and, inevitably,
late explorers, one may locate on a detailed plan of
our world such fabled realms as the Condiment Isles,
trace the course of the River Kneck as it deposits silt
and border disputes in equal abundance on the lands
either side, and contemplate the vast deserts of
Klatch and Howondaland - a salutary lesson in the
perils of allowing ones goats to graze unchecked. This
stunning work brings to life the lands and locations of
the Discworld stories in a way never seen before.
Accompanied by lavish full-colour illustrations and a
detailed world map, this is a must-have for any
Discworld fan.
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Unseen Academicals
Escape to worlds full of adventure and magic in the
first-ever Terry Brooks short-story collection, featuring
both new and fan-favorite stories from all three of his
major literary worlds: Shannara, Magic Kingdom, and
The Word and the Void. Here are heroes fighting new
battles and struggling to conquer the ghosts of the
past. Here are quests both small and far reaching;
heroism both intimate and vast. Here we learn of
Garet Jax’s childhood, see how Allanon first located
Shea Ohmsford, and follow an old wing-rider at the
end of his life. Here we see Knights of the Word
fighting demons within and without, and witness Ben
Holiday and his daughter each trying to overcome the
unique challenges that Landover offers. This
collection of eleven tales is a must-have addition to
the Terry Brooks canon—a delightful way to spend
time with favorite characters, and a wonderful
reminder of what makes a Brooks story such a
timeless classic.

Small Magic
From the moment when they first met, in the
commission of the same, audacious theft, Fafhrd, the
giant barbarian warrior from the Cold Waste, and the
Gray Mouser, master thief, novice wizard and expert
swordsman, felt no ordinary affinity. Forged over the
gleam of sharpened steel as, back to back, they faced
their foes, theirs was a friendship that would take
them from adventure to misadventure across all of
Nehwon, from the caves of the inner earth to the
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waves of the outer sea. But it was in the dark alleys
and noisome back streets of the great fog-shrouded
city of Lankhmar that they became legends. The First
Book of Lankhmar includes the first four volumes of
the hugely enjoyable Swords series.

The Discworld Almanak
A charming tale for people of all ages (but especially
for young Sam Vimes) from the pen of Miss Felicity
Beedle, Discworld's premier children's author. From
Snuff: 'Vimes' prompt arrival got a nod of approval
from Sybil, who gingerly handed him a new book to
read to Young Sam. Vimes looked at the cover. The
title was The World of Poo. When his wife was out of
eyeshot he carefully leafed through it. Well, okay, you
had to accept that the world had moved on and these
days fairy stories were probably not going to be about
twinkly little things with wings. As he turned page
after page, it dawned on him that whoever had
written this book, they certainly knew what would
make kids like Young Sam laugh until they were
nearly sick. The bit about sailing down the river
almost made him smile. But interspersed with the
scatology was actually quite interesting stuff about
septic tanks and dunnakin divers and gongfermors
and how dog muck helped make the very best
leather, and other things that you never thought you
would need to know, but once heard somehow lodged
in your mind.'

A Blink of the Screen
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For more than two decades, Terry Pratchett has been
regaling readers with tales of Discworld—a flat world
balanced on the backs of four elephants, which are
standing on the back of a giant turtle, flying through
space. It is a world populated by ineffectual wizards
and sharp-as-tacks witches, by tired policemen and
devious dictators, by reformed thieves and vampires
who have sworn to drink no blood. It is a world that is
vastly different from our own . . . except when it isn't.
Now, in The Wit and Wisdom of Discworld, various
nuggets of Pratchett's witty commentary and
sagacious observations have been compiled by
Pratchett expert Stephen Briggs, a man who, they
say, knows even more about Discworld than Terry
Pratchett. Within these pages, you'll find musings on:
Interior decorating: "It's a fact known throughout the
universes that no matter how carefully the colors are
chosen, institutional decor ends up as either vomit
green, unmentionable brown, nicotine yellow, or
surgical appliance pink. By some little-understood
process of sympathetic resonance, corridors painted
in those colors always smell slightly of boiled
cabbage—even if no cabbage is ever cooked in the
vicinity." (Equal Rites) Travel: "Any seasoned traveler
soon learns to avoid anything wished on them as a
'regional speciality,' because all the term means is
that the dish is so unpleasant the people living
everywhere else will bite off their own legs rather
than eat it. But hosts still press it upon distant guests
anyway: 'Go on, have the dog's head stuffed with
macerated cabbage and pork noses—it's a regional
speciality.'" (The Last Continent) Young men: "And
then there was the young male walk. At least women
swung only their hips. Young men swung everything,
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from the shoulders down. You have to try to occupy a
lot of space. It makes you look bigger, like a tomcat
fluffing his tail. The boys tried to walk big in selfdefense against all those other big boys out there. I'm
bad, I'm fierce, I'm cool, I'd like a pint of shandy and
me mam wants me home by nine." (Monstrous
Regiment) Class: "'Old money' meant that it had been
made so long ago that the black deeds that had
originally filled the coffers were now historically
irrelevant. Funny, that; a brigand for a father was
something you kept quiet about, but a slave-taking
pirate for a great-great-great-grandfather was
something to boast of over the port. Time turned the
evil bastards into rogues, and rogue was a word with
a twinkle in its eye and nothing to be ashamed of."
(Making Money) . . . and more! Culled from all the
Discworld novels, The Wit and Wisdom of Discworld
confirms Pratchett's place in the pantheon of great
satirists and proves why the Chicago Tribune has
praised his Discworld as "entertaining and gloriously
funny . . . an accomplishment nothing short of
magical."

The Discworld Mapp
This title celebrates a time of innocence, when
advertisers could tell us any old garbage and we'd
believe it. It features 85 of the most outrageous
adverts ever to have been thought up by ad execs.

Once More with Footnotes
The latest in the highly-successful series of Discworld
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diaries, featuring extensive original material by Terry
Pratchett. The Thieves¿ Guild celebrates its 21st
anniversary with its first Yearbook, featuring an
address from Lord Vetinari himself, who encouraged
the setting-up of the Guild to avoid the random, unfair
and disorganised crime which, until his ascent to
power, plagued the great city of Ankh-Morpork. Now
crime is legal, organised and run to an annual budget
and everyone is happy ¿ well, almost everyone: woe
betide the unlicensed thief, highwayman or
slipperlegger who tries to do business without Guild
approval! Stunningly illustrated, as in previous years,
by Paul Kidby.

The Harder a Wife Works, the Cuter She
Looks!
Sir Terry Pratchett left us, far too early, in March
2015. To celebrate his life and works, we've given
over the 2017 Discworld Diary - which will be a
perennial diary - to remembrances and tributes from
some of those who knew and loved him and his
extraordinary body of work. Contributors include Neil
Gaiman, A S Byatt, Terry Pratchett's literary agent
Colin Smythe, co-author of the Long Earth books
Stephen Baxter, famed bookseller Rog Peyton, and
many more. With an introduction from his daughter
Rhianna Pratchett and an afterword from longtime
friend and colleague Rob Wilkins.

Proxima
Think you know Ankh-Morpork? Think again. In this
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top-secret guide, intrepid explorers will receive a firsthand experience of the real city. If you've ever
wondered where Unseen University students wet their
whistles (while avoiding their teachers as they do the
same), or pondered just what the Assassins' Guild
constitutes a proper means of inhumation - there are
standards to be upheld - then this is the book for you.
That's right, have yourself a glimpse of what actually
goes on in the city's societies. Cut the chaff, peek
behind the curtain, see how the sausage gets made . .
. err, you get the idea. Just don't let the Thieves' Guild
catch you with this. They won't appreciate their
methods being flogged behind their back. Flogging's
their job. Completely revamped and redesigned, this
full-colour book contains material from Discworld
Diaries across the decades.

A Slip of the Keyboard
For every Pratchett fan, the must-have fully updated
guidebook to Discworld! The Discworld, as everyone
knows, is a flat world balanced on the backs of four
elephants which, in turn, stand on the shell of the
giant star turtle, the Great A'Tuin, as it slowly swims
through space. It is also a global publishing
phenomenon with sales of nearly 85 million books
worldwide (and counting). With 39 books in the
canon, not including the various guides, maps,
diaries, and other tie-in volumes, there's a lot of
Discworld to keep track of—more than most fans can
manage without magic. Turtle Recall is the ultimate
authority on probably the most heavily
populated—certainly the most hilarious—setting in
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fantasy literature and includes a guide to Discworld
locales from Ankh-Morpork to Zemphis, as well as
information to help you distinguish Achmed the Mad
from Jack Zweiblumen and the Agatean Empire from
the Zoons. Plus much, much more. Covering
everything from The Colour of Magic, the first
Discworld novel, through Snuff!, Turtle Recall: The
Discworld Companion . . . So Far is the most up-to-theminute encyclopedia of Terry Pratchett's
extraordinary universe available.

The Wit and Wisdom of Discworld
A collection of short fiction from Terry Pratchett,
spanning the whole of his writing career from
schooldays to Discworld and the present day. In the
four decades since his first book appeared in print,
Terry Pratchett has become one of the world's bestselling and best-loved authors. Here for the first time
are his short stories and other short-form fiction
collected into one volume. A Blink of the Screen
charts the course of Pratchett's long writing career:
from his schooldays through to his first writing job on
the Bucks Free Press, and the origins of his debut
novel, The Carpet People; and on again to the dizzy
mastery of the phenomenally successful Discworld
series. Here are characters both familiar and yet to be
discovered; abandoned worlds and others still
expanding; adventure, chickens, death, disco and,
actually, some quite disturbing ideas about
Christmas, all of it shot through with Terry's inimitable
brand of humour. With an introduction by Booker
Prize-winning author A.S. Byatt, illustrations by the
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late Josh Kirby and drawings by the author himself,
this is a book to treasure.

The Art of Discworld
The Post Office: this musty, dusty and sh***y
organisation was jolted back into life in GOING
POSTAL. Hidebound and rulebound, the Post Office is
creaking towards a brave new world of efficiency and it may even deliver the mail, too. But like all
bureaucracies, the Ankh-Morpork Post Office has its
rules and regulations and these, together with the
history of this once-great department, are highlighted
and parodied in the Ankh-Morpork Post Office
Handbook. How do you send eggs through the Post
Office? What size envelope is banned? And what
happens when snails start eating the mail? It's all
here in the Ankh-Morpork Post Office Handbook and
Diary 2007. * that's of the pigeon guano type, of
course.

The Ankh-Morpork Archives
A collection of Terry Pratchett's short works, fiction
and non-fiction, with annotations by Pratchett and by
the editors.

The Terry Pratchett Diary
Spend some time with your old friends Bill and Ted in
this totally resplendent, triumphant, stellar, nonheinous and most classically excellent comic
collection. The most non-non-non-NON-heinous Eisner
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Award-nominated series, Bill & Ted's Excellent Comic
Book, has returned. Station! This archive edition
contains Evan Dorkin's (Milk & Cheese, Beasts of
Burden) entire 11-issue series run on Bill &Ted's
Excellent Comic Book and the Bill & Ted's Bogus
Journey adaptation completely remastered and
collected in color. Experience the comic like never
before with all-new bonus features, including original
artwork, art commissions, alternate versions of
previously published artwork, and behind-the-scenes
process pieces from Evan Dorkin. Remastered and
collected in beautiful paperback format, Bill & Ted's
Excellent Comic Book is better than ever. Originally
published in 1991, this Eisner-nominated classic of
modern comics sees our good friends Bill S. Preston
and Theodore Logan party in celebration of their
nuptials, deal with jealous rivals, and even chase
down Death himself. The collection includes Evan
Dorkin's full 11 issue run on the series, the comic
adaptation of Bill & Ted's Bogus Journey, a gallery of
cover art, and fan letters from the original comic run,
for a total of 368 non-heinous full color pages. Most
excellent.

The Compleat Ankh-Morpork
Greetings, adventurer! We lay before you this most
comprehensive gazetteer encompassing all the
streets of Ankh-Morpork, as well as information on its
principal businesses, hotels, taverns, inns, and places
of entertainment and refreshment, enhanced by the
all-new and compleat map of our great city state. Our
city has grown well beyond its ancient walls, but the
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remit of this commission from the honourable Guild of
Merchants was to 'map the city', the pulsing organ of
commerce and culture, the heart as opposed to the
body, and this we have done. In spades. We ask that
when you pore over this glorious work you spare
some thought for the humble cartographers and
surveyors who made journeys into the darker corners
of our metropolis - no less dangerous than the wilds of
Skund or Bhangbhangduc. To some the only memorial
is the map you now possess. Others, in their quest for
knowledge, paid the highest price that scholarship
demands, which is to say, a day off in lieu. And so we
dedicate this map and these accompanying words to
the officers, councilors and members of the
Merchants' Guild and to all who will find in its pages
paths yet to tread and places yet to explore within the
magnificentbwonder that is the city of Ankh-Morpork.

The Time-travelling Caveman
Football has come to the ancient city of AnkhMorpork. And now, the wizards of Unseen University
must win a football match, without using magic, so
they're in the mood for trying everything else. This is
not going to be a gentleman’s game. The prospect of
the Big Match draws in a street urchin with a
wonderful talent for kicking a tin can, a maker of jolly
good pies, a dim but beautiful young woman, who
might just turn out to be the greatest fashion model
there has ever been, and the mysterious Mr Nutt (and
no one knows anything much about Mr Nutt, not even
Mr Nutt). As the match approaches, four lives are
entangled and changed for ever. Because the thing
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about football - the important thing about football - is
that it is not just about football. Here we go! Here we
go! Here we go!

Lu-Tze's Yearbook of Enlightenment
*A brand new collection of short stories from the
incredible Sir Terry Pratchett!* Imagination is an
amazing thing. It can take you to the top of the
highest mountain, or down to the bottom of the
deepest depths of the sea. This is where it took
Doggins on his Awfully Big Adventure: a quest full of
magic and flying machines. (And the world's best joke
- trust me, it's hilarious.) It took three young inventors
to the moon (where they may or may not have left a
bottle of lemonade) and a caveman on a trip to the
dentist. You can join them on these adventures, and
many more, in this incredible collection of stories . . .
From the greatest imagination there ever was.
Written for local newspapers when Terry Pratchett
was a young lad, these never previously published
stories are packed full of anarchic humour and
wonderful wit. A must-have for Terry fans . . . and
young readers looking for a fix of magic.
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